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APPLICATION FOR INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR 
AND AGENCY TEMPORARY ENGAGEMENT 
This form must be completed and signed even if a resume is attached. 

 
 
 
PERSONAL DATA 
NAME:  Last, First, Middle Initial Social Security No. or National ID No. Home Phone No. 

 
(          ) 
 

ADDRESS:  Street and Number, City, County, State, Country and Zip/Postal Code Message/Bus. No./Ext. 
 
 

 
 
 

Driver’s License Number 
 

CURRENT EMPLOYER/BUSINESS NAME: 
 

CURRENT POSITION: 
 
 

 
 

 

FOR INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS ONLY 
BUSINESS NAME: 
 
 

BUSINESS LICENSE NUMBER: 

LICENSE ISSUED BY: 
 
 

LICENSE EXPIRATION DATE: 

WORKER’S COMPENSATION POLICY NUMBER: 
 
 

GENERAL LIABILITY INSURANCE POLICY NUMBER: 

 
 
WORK LIMITATIONS (U.S.) 

 
  

If under age 18, do you have a work permit? 
 

Yes           No   
 
 
EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
Name/Location of High School: 
 
 

Dates attended: Degree/Prof. 
Qualification Earned 
 
 

Major 

Name/Location of College/University 
 
 

   

 
 
 

   

 
 

   

Additional education, vocational and/or professional information. 
 
 
Please list any equipment your are qualified to operate (e.g. word processor, test equipment) 
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OTHER NAMES YOU ARE/HAVE BEEN KNOWN BY (as applies)    
Have you ever assumed or been known by any name or nickname other than the name under which this application is submitted?                Yes           No   
If yes, please list all such names.   
Have you ever used or been issued a social security or national ID number other than the one listed in the first section of this application?   Yes           No   
If yes, please list all such numbers.  
  
 
SECURITY (U.S.)  The existence of a criminal record does not automatically disqualify you from engagement consideration.  You need not disclose any offenses for 
which you have been pardoned or for which the records of offenses have been ordered judicially sealed or expurged.   

Offense 
 

Date Disposition of case 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
Have you ever been convicted of a 
crime including but not limited to those 
criminal convictions resulting from the 
operation of a motor vehicle (other than 
traffic violations with a fine of less than 
$150.00)? 
 

Yes           No   
 

If yes, please give details 
 
 

  

 
 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS  
1. I certify that all statements I have made on this application, resume, curriculum vitae, or other supplementary materials are true and correct. 
2. I authorize SYBASE (or any agency employed by SYBASE) to verify all statements made by me, which may include interview of former 

employers, contractors, acquaintances, references, background and credit checks or other similar activities.  I understand that there is an 
additional form that needs to be completed and signed to authorize SYBASE to conduct the background and credit checks.   

3. I authorize any and all former employers or educational institutions to release all information relevant to my employment, contract engagements, 
or education to SYBASE, including compensation and fees history. 

4. I release from any liability or responsibility SYBASE and all persons, companies and corporations conducting or supplying information in 
verifying my statements above. 

5. I understand that any misinterpretation or omission of fact on this application, resume, curriculum vitae or supplementary materials may be 
cause for refusal to engage or for discontinuation of services at any time during the period of my engagement. 

6. If offered a contract or engagement in the U.S., I understand that on or before starting work I will be required to provide original documents 
which will verify my identity and right to work in the U.S. under applicable immigration laws. 

7. If offered an engagement outside the U.S., I agree to provide whatever documents or certifications local laws or regulations require. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
SIGNATURE  DATE 
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SYBASE, INC 
 

NONDISCLOSURE AND 
ASSIGNMENT OF INVENTIONS AGREEMENT 

 
In exchange for my becoming employed (or engaged as a temporary worker or 
independent Contractor) and in consideration of my employment or engagement being 
continued by Sybase,  Inc. it’s subsidiaries, affiliates, or successors (hereinafter referred 
to collectively as the “Company”), I hereby agree as follows: 
 
1. During my period of employment or engagement, I will devote my best efforts to the 
interests of the Company and will not participate in other employment, business 
relationships or any other activities which are detrimental to the best interests of the 
Company. 
 
2. As used in this Agreement, the following terms have the following meanings: 

 
(a)“Inventions” means (1) all products, designs, specifications, trademarks, service 
marks, discoveries, formulae, processes, manufacturing techniques, trade secrets, 
inventions, improvements, ideas, and work product (including all work product described 
in Section 3(d) of the Sybase, Inc. Consulting Firm and Independent Contractor 
Agreement, if applicable) whether or not patentable, prepared by me as an employee, 
temporary worker or contractor within the scope of my employment or, using any 
Confidential Information, which shall be “work made for hire” owned by the Company.   
Included in the foregoing definition are all rights to obtain, register, perfect and enforce 
these proprietary interests. 
 
(b)“Confidential Information” means information pertaining to any aspect of the 
Company’s business which is (1) Proprietary Information (defined below), (iii) 
information designated as or otherwise considered  by the Company to be confidential;  
or (iv) proprietary or confidential information of the Company’s distributors, joint 
venture partners, suppliers, and other third parties with whom the Company does 
business, whether of a technical nature or otherwise, including without limitation all third 
party proprietary or confidential information that the Company is obligated to keep 
confidential.    

 
(c)”Proprietary Information” includes, without limitation, all information  consisting of or 
regarding (i)  
any Invention owned by the Company, (ii) the Company’s existing, planned or potential 
product and marketing strategies; and (iii) the identity of the Company’s existing or 
potential customers, distributors, joint venture partners and suppliers. 
 
(d)”Engagement” includes engagement by the Company as a temporary worker or as an 
independent contractor or consulting firm. 
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3.  Without further compensation, I will promptly disclose to the Company, and I hereby 
assign and agree to assign to the Company or it’s designee, my entire right, title, and 
interest (including all moral rights in those jurisdictions where such rights may be 
waived) in and to all Inventions which are conceived or reduced to practice by me (a) 
during the period of my employment or engagement, or (b) using any Confidential 
Information.    Notwithstanding the foregoing, this Agreement will not apply to any 
invention of an employee which qualifies fully under the provisions of Section 2870 of 
the California Labor Code, which provides as follows, or any similarly applicable statue 
or rule: 

 
(a)  Any provision in an employment agreement  which provides that an employee shall 

assign,  or offer to assign, any of his or her rights an invention to his or her employer 
shall not apply to an invention that the employee developed entirely on his or her own 
time without  using the employer’s equipment, supplies, facilities, or trade secret 
information except for 

       those inventions that either: 
 

(1) Relate at the time of conception or reduction to practice of the invention to the 
employer’s business, or actual or demonstrably anticipated research or development 
of the employer; or  

 
(2) Result from any work performed by the employee for the employer. 

 
(b)  To the extent a provision in an employment agreement purports to require an 

employee to assign an invention otherwise excluded from being required to be 
assigned under subdivision (a), the provision is against the public policy of this state 
and is unenforceable. 

 
Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 2870, or any other similar stature or rule which 
may be applicable to me, I acknowledge that this Agreement does not create an 
employment agreement between me and the Company.   I agree to disclose in confidence 
all inventions made by me to the Company to permit a determination as to whether or not 
such inventions are covered by this Agreement.  No rights are hereby conveyed in 
inventions, if any, made by me prior to my employment or engagement with the 
Company which are identified in Exhibit A attached to and made a part of this 
Agreement.   I hereby certify that Exhibit A contains no Confidential Information. 

 
4. I will perform, during and after my employment, all acts deemed necessary or 
desirable to obtain and/or maintain the full benefits, enjoyment, rights and the title 
throughout the world of all patents, copyrights, mask work rights and similar rights to any 
inventions assigned by me to the Company under this Agreement.   Such acts may 
include, but are not limited to, execution of documents and assistance or cooperation in 
legal proceedings.   I hereby irrevocably appoint the Company’s Secretary or any other 
officer of Sybase as my agent and attorney-in-fact to perform all such acts if I refuse to 
perform those acts, or am unavailable within the meaning of applicable laws.  I 
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acknowledge that the grant of the foregoing power of attorney is coupled with an interest 
and shall survive my death or disability. 

 
5. Except to the extent authorized by the Company, I will hold in confidence and not 
directly or indirectly use or disclose, either during or after termination of my employment 
or engagement with the Company, any Confidential  Information which I learn, obtain or 
create during the period of my employment or engagement, whether or not during 
working hours.  I agree not to copy any such Confidential Information except as 
authorized by the Company. 

 
6. Upon termination of my employment or engagement, or upon earlier request of the 
Company, I will return or deliver to the Company all property belonging to the Company 
and all tangible forms of Confidential Information in my possession or control, including 
drawings, specifications, documents, records, devices, models or any other material and 
copies thereof.    Further, I will not disclose or use and Confidential Information known 
to me, including Confidential Information which may be competitively disadvantageous 
to the Company.    Additionally, I will certify in writing to the Company, at its request, 
that (a) I have returned all Company property and Confidential Information, and b) I will 
continue to honor my confidentiality obligations under this Agreement after termination 
of my employment or engagement.   

 
7. I represent and warrant that my performance of all of the terms of this Agreement and 
as an employee, temporary worker independent contractor of the Company does not and 
will not breach any agreement to keep in confidence the proprietary information, 
knowledge or data of others acquired by me in confidence or in trust prior to my 
employment or engagement with the Company.   I will not disclose to the Company, or 
induce the Company to use, any confidential or proprietary information or material 
belonging to any other person, and I represent and warrant that I do not have in my 
possession or under my control any such confidential or proprietary information or 
material, except for proprietary personal productivity software (e.g., Lotus 1-2-3, 
Microsoft Excel) that is validly licensed to me. 

 
8.   Except as disclosed on Exhibit A, I certify that I am not currently an employee of, on 
the payroll of, or otherwise being compensated by any third party, and that I have not 
received any actual or promised consideration from any third party based on my 
acceptance of employment or an engagement with the Company.  I agree to obtain the 
written approval of the Company’s legal department prior to dealing on the Company’s 
behalf with any customer, vendor, or other entity which is wholly or partially owned by 
me or any person related to me.  

 
I agree that, during the term of my employment or engagement and for a period of one (1) 
year, thereafter, I will not, directly or indirectly either for myself or for any other person 
or business entity: (a) solicit or encourage any employee of the Company (whether 
through recruiting, interviewing or any other means) to either (i) terminate his or her 
employment with the Company, or (ii) accept employment with any subsequent employer 
with whom I am affiliated or associated in any way; or (b) divert or take away (or attempt 
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to divert or take away) any of the Company’s customers or clients whom I may have 
called upon, solicited or performed services for, within the last twelve (12) months of my 
employment or engagement with the Company; provided, however, that the provisions of 
this subsection (b) shall not be construed to prevent any person from being gainfully 
employed.  

 
I understand and acknowledge that the Company is prepared to vigorously enforce these 
promises, and that violation of this provision could result in the assessment of damages 
and other legal remedies against me and my subsequent employers. 
 
10. This Agreement: (a) shall survive my employment or engagement by the Company; 
(b) does not in any way restrict my right or the right of the Company to terminate my 
employment or engagement (unless the term of any such employment is specifically 
agreed to); (c) inures to the benefit of all successors and assigns of the Company; and (d) 
is binding upon my heirs and legal representatives. 

 
11. I certify that, to the best of my information and belief, I am not a party to any other 
agreement which will interfere with my full compliance with this Agreement.    
 
12. In the event that any of the terms or provisions herein shall violate any statutory 
provision or may be otherwise unlawful or inoperative, it is the intent and desire of the 
parties that this Agreement operate and be in full force and effect insofar as it is 
otherwise lawful, and that the Agreement be carried out as far as possible consistent with 
its tenor and effect.  
 
13. In the event of any claim, suit or other legal proceeding arising under or related to this 
Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover from the other party its 
reasonable costs incurred in such proceeding, including without limitation attorneys’ fees.  
The “prevailing party” shall mean the party who obtains substantially the relief sought by 
such party in such claim, suite or proceeding, whether by settlement, summary judgment, 
judgment or otherwise. 

 
14. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with California 
law without giving effect to the principles of conflict laws. 
 
15.  I agree not to enter into any written or oral agreement which conflicts with the 
provisions of this Agreement, and I acknowledge that any breach by me of this agreement 
may constitute grounds for serious disciplinary action, up to and including termination of 
my relationship with the Company. 
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16. I CERTIFY THAT I HAVE CAREFULLY READ AND AGREE TO BE BOUND 
BY ALL OF THE PROVISIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. 

 
 
 
 
 

SYBASE, INC.      EMPLOYEE 
(or AGENCY, INDEPENDENT 
CONTRACTOR OR 
CONSULTING FIRM) 

 
 
 
 

By: ___________________________ 
  Signature 
Title: __________________________ 
Print Name: ____________________ 
Date: __________________________ 

By: __________________________  
                        Signature 
Title: _________________________ 
Print Name: ___________________ 
Date: _________________________ 

 
 

Exhibit A – Additional Disclosures  
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EXHIBIT A 

 
Additional Disclosures 
 
1.  List of Inventions (attach additional pages if necessary).  If no Inventions exist, write 
“None” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

2. Compensation from other companies, Identify each company, your relationship to or 
position with each company, the type of compensation you are receiving from each 
company (e.g., hourly fee, fee on completion of a project, retainer, etc.), the tasks or 
duties you are performing in consideration for such payment, and the anticipated duration 
of your relationship to each company.  Attach additional pages if necessary.  If you are 
not eligible to receive any such compensation, write “None”
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Human Resources Policies & Procedures 
 
INFORMATION SECURITY 
 
Section: 5. Communications  Effective Date: 03/01/2007 REVISION OF:  
Number: 5001.08 Last Reviewed: 03/01/2007 Prior #: 5001.07 
Region (s): Worldwide  Initial Policy: 03/04/99  Prior Eff: 09/17/2003 
 
1.0 POLICY STATEMENT 

Information is vital to Sybase's continuing success. Inadequate protection or misuse of Sybase's 
information assets could give our competition an unfair advantage, diminish the quality of our 
products and services, increase the risk of litigation, or otherwise harm the company. All Sybase 
employees share a responsibility to our customers, shareholders, and each other to protect Sybase 
information assets from unauthorized access, use, modification, destruction, theft, or disclosure. 
Employees may not engage in any activity that is illegal or unlawful, offensive, or likely to have 
negative repercussions for the company. Misuse of information assets is a serious violation of 
corporate standards of conduct and will warrant disciplinary action up to and including 
termination of employment. 

Please also see the Information Technology Policies and Procedures on the IT website in 
Syberspase. 

2.0 COMPLIANCE RULES 

2.1 Intended Use 

Sybase computers, electronic mail, and voice mail should be used only for conducting Sybase 
business. Incidental and occasional personal use of company computers and electronic/voice mail 
systems is permitted, but information and messages stored in these systems will be treated no 
differently from other business-related information and messages.  This means that Employees 
should have no expectation that any information stored on or transmitted by/through their Sybase 
computer will be private. 

2.2 Account Privacy 

Sybase user accounts are issued solely for the use of the individual to whom they have been 
assigned. Use of any other user's account or loaning account privileges to another is prohibited 
and will warrant disciplinary action up to and including termination of employment.  However, 
the fact that user accounts are issued solely for the use of the individual to whom they have been 
assigned does not alter the fact that such individuals should have no expectation that any 
information stored on or transmitted by/through their Sybase computer will be private. 
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Report unauthorized use of your account immediately to the Vice President of Worldwide Human 
Resources, the Vice President of IT, and Corporate Legal. 

2.3 Password Security 

Guessing passwords is still the most common method by which outsiders penetrate an account. 
Employees are required to use passwords to restrict access to computers, voice mail, and 
electronic mail to protect these systems against unauthorized access. The following guidelines 
will help summarize the possibility of anyone discovering your password and gaining access to 
your account privileges: 

• Do not give your password to any other individual.  

• Do not type your password while someone is watching you work.  

• Change your password frequently.  

• Avoid passwords that reference personal data for you, your friends or your family (names, 
birth dates, etc.).  

• Avoid using words that are contained in the dictionary or that are popular in this 
environment.  

• Use passwords that have lower and upper case letters, as well as numbers or other special 
characters.  

2.4 Company Access to Computers, Voice Mail, and Electronic Mail Systems 

Although employees are required to use passwords to restrict access to Sybase computers, voice 
mail, and electronic mail to protect these systems against unauthorized access, these systems are 
intended for business use, and all computer information, voice mail, and electronic mail messages 
are presumptively considered company records. Sybase must, and does, maintain the right and 
ability to enter into any of these systems and to inspect and review any and all data recorded in 
these systems. Employees should not assume that electronic/voice mail communications are 
private and confidential or that Sybase will not have a need to access and review this information. 
Employees should also have no expectation that any information stored on their Sybase computer 
will be private. 

2.5 Monitoring and Inspection 

Sybase has the ability, and reserves the right to regularly, monitor voice mail messages, electronic 
mail messages and other company owned information and data systems.  This means that Sybase 
may inspect the contents of Sybase computers, voice mail or electronic mail in the course of an 
investigation triggered by indications of impropriety or for other business reasons.  Sybase further 
reserves the right to monitor and inspect such systems without notice. 
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2.6  Respect for Copyright and Trade Secrets 

Copyrights and restrictions that pertain to outside materials and trade secrets shall be respected, 
and employees are prohibited from the unauthorized downloading of software or other 
copyrighted materials.  Failure to adhere to these rules can result in discipline, up to and including 
termination as well as personal civil and/or criminal liability. 

2.7 Disciplinary Action 

The following behaviors are examples of actions or activities involving the improper use of 
Sybase Information systems that can result in disciplinary action. Because all possible actions 
cannot be contemplated, the list is necessarily incomplete. Thus, disciplinary action may occur 
after other actions when the circumstances warrant it. Disciplinary actions range from verbal 
warnings to termination of employment. The severity of the misbehavior governs the severity of 
the disciplinary action.  In addition, some actions may result in civil and/or criminal liability for 
the violator. 

• Deleting Sybase work e-mails/documents and/or forwarding them to personal non-Sybase 
computers for personal gain, reasons or use/non-Sybase business reasons. 

• Unauthorized attempts to break into any computer whether of Sybase or another 
organization. 

• Using Sybase time and resources for personal gain. 

• Sending threatening messages. 

• Sending harassing messages (see the Sybase Harassment policy). 

• Theft or copying of electronic files without permission. 

• Sending or posting Sybase confidential materials outside of Sybase or posting Sybase 
confidential materials inside Sybase to unauthorized personnel. 

• Refusing to cooperate with Human Resources and/or external/internal Sybase legal 
counsel during a company investigation. 

• Sending chain letters through electronic mail. 

• Downloading or loading software on any Sybase computer system, any software or other 
component that could be used to obtain passwords of others or access systems to which 
the employee is not authorized.  

2.8 Electronic Mail (E-mail) 

 

2.8.1 The following guidelines cover the sending of electronic mail outside of Sybase: 
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• MAIL ON THE INTERNET IS NOT SECURE. Never include in an e-mail 
message anything that you want to keep private and confidential. E-mail is sent 
unencrypted and is easily readable.  

• No Sybase confidential information is to be sent via the Internet or any other 
external system to anyone unless that party has agreed to the use of the Internet (or 
the applicable alternative external system) for confidential communications. Any 
such agreement by another party should be in writing (paper or fax), indicate any 
conditions or limitations (e.g., use of encryption), and be based on an 
acknowledgment by them that we cannot assure the confidentiality and security 
risks involved with the Internet or alternative external system.  

Please refer to the Information Security Policies section 1.8 (E-mail) on the Global Information 
Security and Telecom website in Syberspase. 

 

2.8.2 The Sybase Harassment policy prohibits unwelcome verbal, visual or physical 
conduct based on an individual’s race, sex, religion, color, national origin, ancestry, 
physical or mental disability, medical condition, marital status, registered domestic partner 
status, veteran status, sexual orientation, age, gender identity, genetic characteristics, or 
any other characteristic protected by law where such conduct has the effect of creating an 
intimidating, offensive or hostile work environment, or interfering with work 
performance. The Sybase e-mail system may not be used for broadcasting/forwarding 
religious messages, jokes, cartoons, pictures, etc. that concern race, sex, religion, color, 
national origin, ancestry, physical or mental disability, medical condition, marital status, 
registered domestic partner status, veteran status, sexual orientation, age, gender identity, 
genetic characteristics, or any other characteristic protected by law. The Sybase family is 
comprised of many cultures, religions and personal beliefs. These differences must be 
respected because they are part of what makes Sybase a strong, global company. 

 

2.9 Protection of Laptop Computers, Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) and Pocket Computers 

Users must take the following steps to secure them and the information contained on them: 

To protect the computer from theft in the work place: 

• Secure laptops to your desk with a cable lock.  
• Lock your laptop, PDA and pocket computer in your briefcase when traveling. 

To protect the computer when it is not in your office: 

• Do not leave unattended in any public place.  
• Do not leave in a car. If you must, then conceal it in the trunk compartment.  
• Do not leave at home in an area where it can be seen through windows or by a casual 

visitor. The computer should be secured at home as it would be at work.  
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To protect the information stored on the notebook: 

• Use the password features built into the computer.  
• Back up the information on a regular basis. If possible, store the backup off site in a 

separate area.  
 

2.10 Software Licensing 
 
Employees must use all software in accordance with licensing agreements. Unless otherwise 
provided in the license, any duplication of copyrighted software, except for backup or archival 
purposes, is a violation of federal law (Title 17 U.S. Code) and can expose Sybase to the risk of 
costly litigation. Anyone found illegally reproducing software can be subject to civil and criminal 
penalties including fines and imprisonment. Sybase does not condone illegal copying of software 
under any circumstances, and anyone who makes, uses or otherwise acquires illegal software is 
subject to disciplinary action up to and including termination of employment. 
 
2.11 Virus Protection 
 
Virus detection software must be run at regular time intervals to scan files for the possible 
existence of computer viruses. All diskettes and CDs from unknown sources, and especially from 
outside Sybase, must be scanned for viruses before being used. This includes those used on any 
home computer system. 
 

2.12 Incident Reporting 

Any employee who suspects misuse of information assets within Sybase should notify the 
immediate manager, Corporate IT, Human Resources or Legal. 

 
Employee Acknowledgment  
(or Agency Temp, Independent Contractor or Consulting Firm) 
 
 
I have read the Sybase Information Security Policy.  I am fully aware of and agree to abide by this policy. 

 
        
Print Name  
 
 
             
Signature       Date 
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Notification and Authorization 
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I hereby authorize SYBASE, INC., and all of their agents (PeopleWise and Delphi Security Solutions, Inc.) to request and 
receive any information and records concerning me, including but not limited to consumer credit, criminal history, workers 
compensation, driving, employment, military, civil and educational data and reports, from any individuals, corporations, 
partnerships, associations, institutions, schools, governmental agencies and departments, courts, law enforcement and 
licensing agencies, consumer reporting agencies and other entities, including my present and previous employers.  I 
understand that this information may be transmitted electronically and authorize such transmission. 
 
If currently employed:  My current employer may be contacted.    Yes          No  N/A 
 
Are you applying for employment in the State of California?      Yes             No  
If you are applying for employment in California and a consumer report will be initiated on you within 3 days, the above 
named (prospective) employer will give you a copy of this Disclosure.  It includes important information about the scope 
and nature of the consumer report and summarizes CA Civil Code Section 1786.22 as required by law.  If the report is not 
initiated until a future date, you will be notified at that time. Regardless of when a report is initiated, you will automatically 
receive a copy of your report within 7 days of the report being provided to the (prospective) employer.   
 
 
Are you applying for employment in Minnesota or Oklahoma?     Yes          No 
 
If so, would you like a copy of any Consumer Report prepared on you?    Yes             No 
 
 
I hereby certify that all the statements and answers set forth on the application form and/or my resume are true and 
complete to the best of my knowledge, and I understand that if subsequent to employment any such statements and/or 
answers are found false or that information has been omitted, such false statements or omissions will be just cause for the 
termination of my employment.  Further, I understand that by requesting this information, no promise of employment is 
being made.  I am willing to have a photocopy of this authorization be accepted with the same authority as the original; 
and that if employed by the above-named company, this authorization will remain in effect throughout such employment. 
 
I further release and discharge SYBASE, INC., and all of their agents (PeopleWise and Delphi Security Solutions, Inc.) 
and all of its subsidiaries and affiliates, and every employee or agent of any of them, and all individuals and personal 
business, private or public entities of any kind, from any and all claims and liability arising out of any request(s) for, or 
receipt of, information or records pursuant to this authorization, or arising out of any compliance, or attempted compliance, 
with such request(s).  I also authorize the procurement of an investigative consumer report and understand that it may 
contain information about my character, general reputation, personal characteristics, and mode of living, whichever are 
applicable.  I understand that I have the right to make a written request within reasonable period of time to PeopleWise 
and Delphi Security Solutions, Inc. for a complete and accurate disclosure of additional information concerning the nature 
and scope of the investigation.  I further understand that PeopleWise and Delphi Security Solutions reporting of 
information pursuant to the Fair Credit Reporting Act is not intended to authorize or condone a prospective employer's 
request for and reliance upon information for purposes which are not legitimate under the Fair Credit Reporting Act or any 
federal or state employment laws.  I acknowledge that I have voluntarily provided the above information for employment 
purposes, and I have carefully read and I understand this authorization. 
 
 
 

Print Name      Social Security Number 
 

 
 

Signature      Date   
           COMPLETE PAGE 2 

 
PRP: 09 11 06 



 

 

Sybase Security and Safety 
 

Notification and Authorization 
To Conduct Background Investigation 

Fax: (925) 236-6457 
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Note: The following information provided IS NOT considered as part of your employment application. It is used for 
identification purposes in verifying information on your Employment Application. 
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 
 
PERSONAL SCREENING QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
Name:        

                    (Last)                                            (First)                  (Middle) 
 
Address:     

      (Street) 
 
 
                    (City)                      (State)                 (Zip Code) 
 
Social Security #:                                  Date of Birth:  
 
Driver’s License #:                                            State: 
 
                                       Expiration: 
 
PREVIOUS RESIDENCES (PREVIOUS 7 YEARS)                        DATES 
 
1 
     (Street)                                 (City)  (State)                  (Zip Code)      (From – To) 
 
2   
      (Street)                                (City)  (State)        (Zip Code)      (From – To) 
 
3   
      (Street)                                 (City)  (State)        (Zip Code)      (From – To) 
 
4   
     (Street)                                 (City)  (State)        (Zip Code)      (From – To) 
 
5   
       (Street)                   (City)  (State)        (Zip Code)      (From – To) 
 
6   
       (Street)                   (City)  (State)        (Zip Code)      (From – To) 
 
7   
       (Street)                   (City)  (State)        (Zip Code)      (From – To) 
 
List any other LAST NAMES under which you received your GED, high school diploma, or other academic degrees.  

 
1   
     (Street)    (City)  (State)        (Zip Code)      (From – To) 
 
2   
     (Street)    (City)  (State)        (Zip Code)      (From – To) 
 
3   
     (Street)    (City)  (State)        (Zip Code)      (From – To) 
 
Email:              PRP: 09 11 06 


